
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 COMMUNICATIONS    

GUIDE. 

 How you to awareness and raise funds  
 trough positive narrative at LOGS.  



 
*created inspired by Choose Love UK internal communication guide.  

 
  
 
 
 
 

  Narrative and pictures must be part.    
  of our day routine in LOGS. .  
 
  Gathering materials for .    
  communications does not have to be a .   
  big deal. .   
 
  One person can take .   
  photos on a regular basis. .   
 
  For better dissemination, it’s most .   
  helpful if LOGS Communication Officer .   
  get photos on the day they were taken    
  so we can do real-time updates. 



  
  
 IMPACT.  

 
 
 
 
  
 
 

• Picture that are showing the impact of 
people’s donations are so important. 

• They show we are fulfilling our 
promises to donors and that in turn 
encourages them to donate again. 

• This can be either examples of day-to-
day work, items reaching the ground, 
or distributions. 

• Pictures are without faces or blurred 
faces to protect identity and 
confidentiality, in the most vulnerable 
time of life. 



 Picture that shows distribution of help  

×People can see the impact of 

their donations.  

×There are people! People are 

much more engaging than photos 

of vans or boxes.  

× We avoid faces and identity – to 

protect the confidentiality of 

persons helped.  

 

 

Picture that shows purchases  

×Shows donations money that 

goes for the people.  

×Looks impressive the amount of 

staff that money can buy for the 

people in need. 

× We emphasis on the staff rather 

than the people.  

× The provided help tells the story 

of how we help.  

 

Picture of day-to-day work           

×The inner workings of LOGS are 

interesting! Most people don’t 

know how a small NGO works, so 

snapshots of day-to-day will 

engage people.  

×The more they know, the more 

they’ll engage with the work, the 

higher the chance they will also 

support us! 

 ×We know the staff names so can add human interest to their work × 

Show’s group’s inventiveness and thriftiness - this is what makes us 

stand out from big NGOs. × We look after every money of the donor’s 

money. ×The way we work is special! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
NO POVERTY  
PORN 

"any type of media, be it written, photographed or filmed, which 
exploits the poor's condition in order to generate the necessary sympathy 

for selling newspapers, increasing charitable donations, or support for a 
given cause". It also suggests that the viewer of the exploited protagonists 

is motivated by gratification of base instincts. www.wikipedia.org 

 
Poverty porn: 
- Humiliates the vulnerable people by exposing them as they are 

being helped for the sake of visibility and fundraising.  
- Waits for an emotional response, so the worst and dramatic 

pictures, raises more support.  
- It is not fair for our beneficiaries. They feel uncomfortable being 

taken pictures or video as they receive food or help. They are 
feeling “used” and not respected.  

 
Therefore, we avoid taking pictures with identity of the beneficiaries being 
helped. If that is not possible, we blur the faces or take pictures from the back.  



 PERSONAL. 
 STORIES.  
 

 Telling people’s stories is the best tool we have to    
 engage audiences.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Individual people get forgotten behind headlines and 
statistics, these personal stories make audiences identify with 
displaced people, encouraging empathy, political action and 
donations.  
 
We can write these using just a short quote or a few pieces of 
key information, or we can use someone’s whole story/long 
quote. Do not use frontal pictures, but rather back pictures, as 
the stories are often dramatic. Do not use real names.  



 
 
 
 CONTEXT. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Most people have never  thought of what it means to be refugee 
and don’t know what to expect, so sights of how life is can have 
a big impact and help people relate.  
 
Images like this do not frame people as victims, but rather as 
ordinary people experiencing incredible hardship. 
 
Sometimes it’s important to tell difficult stories. There are 
impactful ways of talking about events using no photos.  
 
Often people working with refugees see things that shock or 
move them - we can share these insights and help a wider 
audience understand what life is sometimes like for people 
forced to live in. 



 

 
 
 
QUOTES. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Quotes are a good way of sharing people’s 
stories or opinions without showing faces.  
 
Don’t worry about editing it or adding imagery - 
we will do that so it fits with our style.  
 
These quotes can be anonymous and can come 
from people’s personal stories, things said in 
class, writing exercises, statements etc. 
 



  
 
 

 
 

MOMENTS OF. 
POSITIVITY AND. 
HOPE.  
 

Events do not have to be big to have 
impact. We can share faces of 
persons, with permission of positive 
events that celebrate small moments 
of brightness are often the most 
successful posts.  
 
If you see/hear/do something that 
makes you smile, it’s likely to make 
others smile too.  
 
Keep your eyes opened for little 
moments of magic! 

 



 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 PHOTOS.    
 WITHOUT.   
 FACES. 
 
 
They protect the people and still 
can share amazing stories.    


